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DON’T FORGET
YOUR EXPO!!

If you need more info, contact Michael Bennett on 0411 545 770.
Open for all ship and maritime related models, no need to be an SMSC Member.
Entry by Application Forms which are available on the website: smsc.org.au

IMPORTANT NOTICE FOR
FUTURE CLUB MEETINGS
At the AGM it was resolved to change the
times when future Club meetings are to be
held.
Commencing from our next meeting, our bimonthly meetings and S&T will be held on the first Tuesday of every
EVEN month,
The next meeting of SMSC will be at 7:30pm on Tuesday,
4 October 2016 at the Granville RSL Club, Memorial
Drive, Granville unless otherwise notified. A Committee
meeting will precede the general meeting at that venue.
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display
and discussion.

The Endeavour Group S&T will now gather at Members'
homes in the intervening ODD month,
The next meeting of The Endeavour Group will be at the
home of Michael and Anelia Bennett at 37 Chamberlain
Avenue, Vaucluse at 10am to 12 noon on Saturday 10
September 2016 unless otherwise notified
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display
and discussion.
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VOTE OF THANKS
We wish to thank the outgoing office bearers and
committee members for all the hard work they carried out with distinction in 2015/2016. The Club is in
a sound position and able to face the future with confidence.
We also congratulate all our Members who have agreed to carry
out the tasks and responsibilities as office bearers and committee
members of the Club for the current year.
Your Committee members for 2016/17 are as set out below, you
are welcome to make contact for Club business at the email address indicated. It is nice to see that we have some fresh faces on
the Committee.
It was resolved that the Executive of the Club have the power to
co-opt further Committee Members during the year as may be
necessary and required.
Membership fees for the year remain unchanged and Members
are encouraged to renew their memberships at an early date to
assist the Club.
President:

Harry Goedings

president@smsc.org.au

Vice-Pres:

Michael Bennett

vicepresident@smsc.org.au

Treasurer:

Ralph Hannaford

treasurer@smsc.org.au

Secretary:

Mike Barton

secretary@smsc.org.au

Assist. Secretary: Christina Barton
Public Officer:

Anelia Bennett

Committee:

Mike Kelly

Member Welfare

Alan Bideleux

Newsletter Editor: Tom Wolf
ANMM Liaison::

publicofficer@smsc.org.au

chatterbox@smsc.org.au

Richard Keyes
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
Clubs and organisations with whom SMSC has a reciprocal relationship are
welcome to notify our Members of their events on this page

CANBERRA EXPO 2016:
This year’s Canberra Expo will be held at the Mount Rogers School on the weekend of

17th to 18th September 2016.
For more info contact: Peter Hateley 6254 7229(h); 0401 670 829(m);
hpeter@webone.com.au.
Exhibitors will need to complete a “pro forma” with their model with a
couple of paragraphs of the history of the vessel.

PENRITH TOY & HOBBY MEET:
Members are advised that a Meet will be held at Penrith
Panthers Pavilion, Mulgoa Rd, Penrith on:
Saturday, August 27th and Sunday 28th, 2016 from 9:00am to 4:00pm.
Display space has been hired by SMSC for this Show, for info please contact Alan Bideleux on 0409 220 544 or by email: abideleux@gmail.com

KEEPING YOUR PERSPEX CLEAN
I read with interest an article by Don Dressel in his Newsletter (from the West
Coast of USA) about a discussion that his group had regarding the cleaning of
plexiglass (we often call this “perspex”) covers, and "what to use and what
NOT to use".
The result of the discussion was that the only thing that really cleans plexiglass is the plastic
cleaner purchased from a plexiglass store..
Windex DOES NOT work (in fact it will ruin the plexiglass).
Don says that he uses a spray can of "210 plastic cleaner/polish" to clean his plexiglass cases,
but has also used a product called "Novus plastic cleaner", both purchased at the store where
he obtained the plexiglass.
These products may not be available in Australia, but enquiry should be made with your supplier for these or other products if you want to do any more than just dust your covers.
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SMSC S&T Meeting,
May 24, 2016 at Granville RSL
Report by Tom Wolf, photos by Anelia Bennett
We had a great turnout
with 9 Members and 2
Visitors at the May
meeting.
Janos Nemeth presented his DUYFKEN, a
model he built and completed about 5 years
ago.
Janos has supplied a
full report with photos about the history of the ship and the building of his model in for this issue of Chatterbox, including the controversy as to whether this or another design is correct,
and this issue is not likely to be resolved as it would appear that both designs have merit.
Gary Renshaw indicated that Modellers Shipyard are planning to make a kit based on the
same plans that Janos used..
There was a discussion about Janos’ LE CANOT IMPERIAL, a model that was not on show,
but Janos has previously brought along his carvings for the model. A discussion followed
about making flags, from rice paper and thin white cotton (ex school uniform), it was most informative. What it did was to show up is that it is better to make your own flags after thorough
research rather than use the commercial ones which may be full of mistakes. Janos has also
provided a full report with photos about this model in this issue of Chatterbox.
Janos also brought along a part-built model of
the deep ocean submarine TRIESTE which he is
building for a forthcoming exhibition at the
ANMM. A report of the building of this model
with photos is to be found in this issue.
Finally, Janos also brought along a partcompleted carving for the tafferel art for the Russian ship, SHTANDART (1692), a ship being
built for Peter the Great. Once again, Janos has
kindly supplied us with a report with photos
about this work.
Michael Bennett brought along HMS SIRIUS (1:600) and detailed the work he had done. This
was detailed more precisely in the article by Michael in the last Chatterbox.
Tom Wolf reported on his recent visit to Punta Arenas, Chile and to the Shackleton exhibition
at the Maritime Museum there. A report is found elsewhere in this issue of Chatterbox.
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MODEL REVIEW: ‘DUYFKEN’
by Janos Nemeth
The ‘Duyfken’ model was built by
me a few years ago and participated in a few exhibitions since, although she has not been presented
to S&T yet.
The original ship had been built in
today's Holland and participated in
voyages of the Dutch East India
Company. She visited Australia as
the first European ship in 1606
from the headquarters of DEIC in
Java. She sailed around the Cape
York Peninsula, mapping a good
part of it and had a few skirmishes
with the Aborigines. Having found
no spices - this being the main purpose of
the voyage - she sailed back to Java and
left a negative report about the journey.
Afterwards she participated in numerous
battles with the Portuguese and as a consequence suffered serious battle damage.
They attempted to pull her aground for
repairs but this caused more damage
than good and the decision was taken to
wreck her. Until a few years ago it was
thought that a tsunami had been the reason for wrecking her, but this has turned
out not to be true according to the latest
research.
The model was built using the plans bought
from the ‘Duyfken Replica Foundation’ in
Freemantle. The plans, prepared by the
British marine architect, Nick Burningham,
are viciously disputed by another marine
architect and renown writer, Karl Marquardt,
even today.
Hovewer, on the basis of other sources,
Nick Burningham's approach looks to be
more realistic. However, the replica does
not completely follow the Burningham plans
(ie. the position of the foremast), the actual
builder might have had his own ideas.
cont. p.7
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cont. from p.6
An interesting detail in relation to the replica
build is that today's ‘Duyfken’ does not even
have a boat. The reason is, according to a
cook who travelled with ‘Duyfken’ for a year, is
that the boat had been ordered from Indonesia
who supplied a traditional Indonesian fishing
boat instead (this was on display in the Sydney
Maritime Museum for a while).
To be able to model the boat as well, I contacted Nick Burningham and he keenly produced
the copy of his design which I used for the
boat model.

The hull is built from Southern (Chilean) Myrtle, as pearwood could not be sourced at the time. This material is
somewhat softer than Pear but provides an authentic colour - this was important for me as the hull was not painted with the exception of the planks above the wales. Deck is Holly and some other materials walnut, Sitka Spruce etc. had been used for deck furniture and masting.
The carvings are made of American Boxwood (or Costelo) and partially painted. Some deck
planks had been left out to provide limited view of the interior. A galley had also been installed
in the forecastle. The rudder is connected to
the whipstaff so its movement can be demonstrated but only by very cautious fingers.
The replica plan shows a different (rather cylindrical) lantern, but I rather followed the type the
replica carries.
The replica plans do not include rigging plans,
so the rigging of the model is based on the
‘Halve Maen’ plans, which might be quite authentic, as the originals were built only a couple
of years apart.
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MODEL REVIEW: ‘LE CANOT IMPERIAL’
by Janos Nemeth
‘Le Canot Imperial’ is a
state barge, intended to
be used for inspections
and presentations, built
for Napoleon Boneparte
in 1811.
She was built in an extraordinary short time,
21 days, to be ready for
Napoleon's planned visit to inspect Brest Harbour.
The hull and cabin were
obviously finished, but
there was hardly any
decoration installed,
which is understandable taking such short
building time into consideration.
The decoration was told to be a single state eagle, but I could not find any reference for this
state of build.
The visit to Brest was the only time Napoleon used the oared barge. The next we know about
the barge was that Napoleon III needed it again 40 years later, in 1853, and the barge got its
lavish decoration for that occasion.
The barge was used only occasionally after this time. During World War II it was transferred
from Brest to Paris where she is currently housed in the Paris Maritime Museum. She is a
small ship, only about 18 1/2 m in length.

The hull, removed from the plug:

The hull & frames are built of Pearwood.

cont. p.9
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cont. from p.8
The model was built in the last 8 months, and is nearly finished. It is a plank-on-frame model,
built using a solid plug, made in Jellutong. The phots illustrate the progress.

Model shown at an intermittent stage during the installation of frames

Then the cabin was added. The photo shows
the 'real' parquetry inside. The cabin material
is Hornbeam, with Peroba Rosa framing.

The top of the cabin is loose to show the
interior. For the window panes I used microscope slides, cut to shape and size.

At this stage some small carving got under way, the coin is placed there for size
comparison

The state of the model, as discussed on S
& T was as follows:

cont. p.10
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cont. from p.9

The carvings are made in European Boxwood, only with natural
finish.
A few items are still missing from
the model: oar decorations, door
handle and the flags.
The flags have their own short
story.
After contemplating different
technologies I found that the
most realistic would be transitionprinted ones on Cotton Law material.
This is what the current state of the model shows (currently no photo available, as the model
is on temporary display in the Maritime Museum).
For this I used the inkjet-printable transition paper, with photo-print setting on my Canon MX
726. The flag itself came out very nicely, with sharp and accurate shapes & colours. But the
material, which had been transferred from the printing paper to the cloth by ironing made it so
stiff, that the flags can not be 'curved' into a more realistic state.
The flags became as leathery then those supplied with earlier self-adhesive flags for Amati
models.
I will most likely take a step back and print the flags onto a double rice paper (as suggested by
Michael Bennett). Originally I had shied away from this, fearing that the glue to be used to
bring the two sides together, will make the flag too leathery.
At the end however, this turned out to be better than the printed flags on cloth, which kept
their excessive stiffness even after further attempts to wash them.
After I take the model back from the Museum, I propose to replace the flags with the doubleprinted version (one straight and one mirror image printed on separate papers, glued together
with craft glue), and see how it turns out.
In any case, this model will be ready for the Club Expo in August. .
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MODEL REPORT:
TRIESTE BATHYSCAPHE
by Janos Nemeth
The Trieste Bathyscaphe model is
being built for a National Maritime
Museum project to be displayed at
around the end of the year.
The plans were acquired from an
USA Museum through ANMM. The
model is going to be built to 1:50
scale with solid hull. At the moment
the main hull and the observation
sphere is modelled and primed but
further details are still being built.
For the build I developed a 3D model of the hull in the 3D design software, SolidWoks.
The state of the model as
at the time of the S&T is
shown in the picture on
the left
The hull & the sphere are
made of solid Jellutong
and await priming / printing.

The state of the model after
having the first layer of sanding
filler applied, with the boat upside down, is shown in the photo on the right
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PROJECT REVIEW:
TAFFEREL FOR ‘SHTANDART’ (1692)
by Janos Nemeth
As someone who is continuously on alert to find nice samples to satisfy my drive to produce
small maritime carvings (and sometimes sort of semi-projects of them, like in the case of my
Britannia), I found this picture a while ago.
It is supposed to be the tafferel of the SHTANDART, the frigate of Peter the Great from Russia from 1692.
I subsequently saw the picture of a replica
and the picture was so different, that I became uncertain of the original. Now, having
had some friendly advice from fellow modellers it looks to be certain that this is really
what the tafferel of the Shtandart looked like.

Therefore, as a small in-between project between the bigger ones I am working on and
contemplating, I started carving. It will be my
first low-relief so bear with me. The pictures
show the current state (a bit more advanced
than the state at the S&T).
The length of the carving is about 8cm. I tried to find a position with the camera to show the
carving itself because a face-on would not do justice to the low relief.

UPDATE
Since contributing the
article, Janos has progressed with this project.and has nearly finished the tafferel for the
Shtandart, Peter the
Great’s frigate.
… Ed
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A VISIT TO THE NAVAL & MARITIME
MUSEUM, PUNTA ARENAS, CHILE
Report by Tom Wolf
In March 2016 on a cruise of the
Strait of Magellan, the Beagle
Channel and Cape Horn aboard MS
Zaandam, I visited Puta Arenas,
and in particular the Naval and Maritime Museum.

This Museum houses a collection of objects related to the
ships that went to Punta Arenas.

Before the opening of the Panama Canal, just
about every ship that traversed to and from the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans called into this port.

cont. p.14
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cont. from p.13
Punta Arenas is often used as a base for Antarctic expeditions. When the 'Endurance', the ship used by the Imperial
Trans-Antarctic Expedition (also known as the Shackleton
Expedition) was crushed in the Antarctic ice and sank, its
28-man complement was stranded on the ice on uninhabited Elephant Island.
Shackleton and five others made an 800 mile (1,287 km)
open-boat journey to reach South Georgia, and from there
Shackleton was eventually able to mount an epic rescue
of the men with the assistance of the Chilean authorities in
the 'Yelcho' (a small steam tug) from Punta Arenas and
brought the men home without loss of life.
The Museum houses a significant dedication to this event.,
including models of both the ‘Endurance’ and the ‘Yelcho’.
Chile’s involvement in
Antarctica continues and
Chile claims territory in
Antarctica

The Beagle Channel is named after HMS Beagle which traversed the Channel on its first voyage (before Charles Darwin joined the ship). The models of the ship were impressive.
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LEON’S TIPS & TRICKS #2:
Hello members, in this session we will deal
with assembling off-the-shelf

Wooden Ladders
which can be a nightmare.
This works for me!
1.

2.

As you can see I use an “ear syringe” (see Modellers’ Shipyard) for
applying white PVA glue. To seal the
syringe I use a planking screw.

Using a scrap of wood and a drop
of superglue, attach a make-shift
stop to your cutters and cut all
the step treads required.

3. Hold one side of the ladder and fill
the tread joints with white PVA
glue.

5. Place the side up wise in the jaws
of the vice and insert the step
treads with a light pair of pliers.

4.Wipe off the excess glue

cont. p.16
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cont. from p.15

6. Align the treads with tweezers lightly
moving the treads around until they
meet.

8.

7.

Place the ladder back into the vice
and slowly engage both side until
excess glue is forced out.

9.

.

TOM’S
BENDING JIG
This is a bending jig that the modellers at the Waverley Men’s Shed made for
their use.
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Place the completed ladder on a
solid surface. Using any metal
probe and while the glue is still
wet push down on all treads this
will give you the preferred display
side of your ladder

SMSC Endeavour Group Meeting,
at Ralph Hannaford’s home,
June 19, 2016
Photos by Tom Wolf
With the inclement weather and 2 Members struck down by the dreaded ‘flu’, 4 intrepid modellers met at Ralph’s for the Endeavour Group meeting.
Tom Wolf started the session with his Black Pearl which is progressing quite quickly at this
time, the hull and decking were almost finished, all guns and ports were located and fitted and
it is almost time to set the masts.

After all the work done,
Tom is now hesitant to
paint the model black
as the model will probably look nicer with a
coat of varnish to show
up the timbers. What is
being contemplated is,
that since this ship is
only a concept design
of an imaginary pirate
ship, according to its
“history” it was previously called the Wicked Wench before she
became Jack Sparrow’s
pirate ship, in that guise
she was not painted black and so Tom is seriously contemplating re-naming the project as the
“Wicked Wench”. That would likely make her an imaginary East Indiaman of the English East
India Trading Company plying its trade in the Caribbean.
cont. p.18
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cont. from p.17
Tom Also brought along the 3D printed figureheads that he had shown at earlier meetings
(the designs were downloaded off the internet as free designs) and which he had hollowed out
to suit the model scaled 1:50 as well as a smaller version at 1:100.

Finally, Tom also demonstrated the flags that could be
made with thin white cotton material (like what school
uniform and business shirts are made from and available
at Spotlight), and the pirate flag looked much more realistic than as provided in the kit.
Alan Bideleux brought along his Sovereign of the
Seas [SotS] , the frame was set but the planking had
not started.

Alan, who thinks of himself as a rank
amateur, had noticed that some of the
Rib Frames on the hull of the SotS
were not aligned correctly .
Alan correctly believed that unless corrections were made this was going to
cause all sorts of trouble with the deck
later in the build, but thanks to some
advice from Tom Wolf, Michael Bennett and Ralph Hannaford (who is also
building the SotS but is further advanced on the project than Alan … see
the photo of Alan’s SotS in the background of the photo of Ralph’s model, as Alan only used
PVA glue which is not water resistant his problem can be easily fixed and is not, as he had
thought, the End of the World. With the aid of a sharp knife, water soaked tissues and a degree of patience he can unglue and realign the offending parts and pick up where he left off.
The ship’s long boat which Alan also showed the assembled Members aroused interest in the
way it is constructed on a jig.
Alan felt that as he shall soon be at the stage of planking both the hull of the SofS and its longboat, it was good to get some feed back on how to approach the task and to see how Ralph
had fared when he met the same challenge.
As Alan is also building the “Modellers Shipyard” kit version of HMS Mermaid as well, he plans
to plank Mermaid before attempting SotS as Mermaid is a great beginner’s model and he
hopes to learn many of the skills during that build. Alan commented that he is convinced that
none of us will ever know all there is to know about Model Shipbuilding but with the input of
members of log standing, he is sure our club has the skills to undertake any repair job that
may prove, from time to time, necessary.
cont. p.19
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cont. from p.18
Ralph Hannaford showed his Modellers Shipyard kit of the Brig Perseverance..
What really did concern Ralph was his
doubts as to how the railing was to be
installed to the model.

Some discussion followed and Ralph
came to be satisfied that what he had
done so far was totally correct and he
was given pointers as to how to go
about further building of the kit.
Ralph also showed his Sovereign of the
Seas which is also progressing quite
well at this time (see photo on page 17)
and in the near foreseeable future it will be time for Ralph to confront the question of rigging.
On the subject of 3D printing, Ralph demonstrated a jig made by
his daughter for gunport frames. After some discussion it was
pointed out to him that using that jig (or something similar) he
could construct an entire gunport installation including correctly
positioned under-deck guns easily in his Sovereign of the Seas
model where he needs
to fit and install about
100 canon, the bulk of
the under-deck.
With time running out as it was getting close to midday, Michael Bennett showed the further progress he
has made on the miniature model of HMS Sirius.
Michael gave us a detailed progress report in the last
issue of Chatterbox, it is to be reported that Michael
has been working on the transom and the copper
plating of the model.
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